T-TEC data loggers are the optimal choice due to the latest technology, unique design and powerful user friendly software. Put in anywhere with the optional wall bracket and get all the detailed information on your screen. Curves from up to 8 different locations / data loggers may be called up simultaneously.

T-TEC data loggers are battery powered measurement instruments with memory for unattended monitoring of temperature. To start the logging and to download the result, the data loggers are connected to PCs via interface cables. Graphic software provides options for initial setting and for extracting information.

**Special Features**
- Watertight
- High accuracy
- Fixing hole
- Large memory
- Australian made
- Extra sturdy
- Dust proof
- 2 Audible or visual alarms with delay
- Powerful, easy software

**Without Display (T-TEC 6 Series)**
- Single Sensor
- Dual Sensors
- Combined Temperature and Humidity

**With LCD Display (T-TEC 7 Series)**
- Single Sensor
- Dual Sensors
- Combined Temperature and Humidity

Optional Relay Output for single sensor data loggers

**Examples of Use**
- Refrigerated Trucks
- Food manufacture
- Air conditioning
- Frost alarm
- Refrigeration
- Storage of perishable goods
- Pharmaceuticals
- Frozen/chilled food transport
- Museums
- Storage of grain
- Dishwashers
- Shipment of wine
- Washers
- Swimming Pools
- Computer Rooms
- Soil and Compost Manufacturing
- Cooling Towers
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